**MTC/NSC sports awards take new dimension**

By Kayele M. Kambombo

WINDHOEK - This year’s sports awards will take a new dimension and approach that is believed to accommodate all and sundry sports pursuers.

The Mobile Telecommunication (MTC) continues to sponsor the National Sports Commission (NSC) sports awards for 2009.

Having learnt from previous mistakes, both institutions (MTC and NSC) came to realize that there is a need to revolutionize the entire system, facet and approach.

A Nomination Committee of Judges for the sports awards was established and a new system was adopted, borrowed from Botswana. Whether it will work out better or worse for Namibia it remains to be seen by the 15th October.

Ailly Hangula-Paulino, chairperson of the Independent Panel of Judges told the media conference this week that her panel placed considerable emphasis on the international performance of the individual nominees.

The points score system was used to evaluate the individual sports achievements on international, inter-continental, regional and national levels”, Hangula-Paulino elucidated.

“To ensure that international events and the subsequent international achievements are comparable amongst the alternative sports codes, the panel evaluated each event in lieu of the number of countries participating at any such event, the ranking of the athlete at the specific event as well as the athlete’s current world ranking!” Hangula-Paulino further made her point unambiguously, stating that various international sport federations have varying levels of world championship events which the panel has taken cognizance of the fact when comparing the world and African championships results of the individual athletes.

To amongst the 15 categories of nominations (see below), MTC as sponsor of this glorified national event has established an award for the Sports Journalist of the Year. This tiding was revealed by Isack Hamata, Spokesperson of MTC.

The other national title fight will be a rematch between Abraham Ndaendapo and Gottfried Ndokoshe. Their previous fight was declared a non-contest by the ring doctor after Ndaendapo was head butted and had a cut above his left eye.

Ndaendapo resides in Swakopmund, only 30 kilometers from Walvis Bay. He will have to capitalize on the advantage of his local fans. That alone will not determine who wins the fight but should go along with hard work.

Sacky ‘Bazuka’ Shikukut mom, is one of the knockout experts that his trainer-manager and promoter Naster Nieder has ever produced from his stable. He is undefeated in 11 fights, eight of which he won by KO. He will fight against Norman Tshishikave from South Africa who has a record of 16 fights, 10 wins and six defeats.

Daniel “Open Fire” Kasah of the dethroned welterweight Pan African champion Jason “Tame” Ndai who is regarded as a smart boxer will have a rendezvous in the same weight category in a non-title bout over six rounds.

Many have started playing at the same stadium but ended their football career elsewhere.

Lolo has invited southern African football legends from various countries with whom he brushed shoulders on the pitch. Players such as Dr. Kharraza, Phil Masinga (South Africa), Kalusha Bwalya (Zambia), Fabrice Akwa (Angola), Mnomi Segopolo (Botswana), Peter Ndlovu (Zimbabwe), and many others will all grace the Sam Nujoma Stadium on the D-Day. The Lolo Eleven will comprise of the well known legendary class of the 90’s Brave Warriors squad.

WINDHOEK – One of Namibia’s football stalwarts will soon hang his boots but will not be completely lost to the beautiful game.

Sylveru Goraseb has made his name in the Sam Nujoma Stadium in Katutura, where he first started to play organized football. What a coincidence! Isn’t it phenomenal?

He has different calling, thus he will hang his boots on October 31 at the Sam Nujoma Stadium in Katutura, where he first started to play organized football. What a coincidence! Isn’t it phenomenal?
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**Quadrupele title fights on cards at coast**

By Kayele M. Kambombo

WINDHOEK - At least four boxing titles will be up for grabs at the end of this month in Walvis Bay.

There will be two world and two national titles at stake. Berthuel Tsyson-Usonha will take on Coline Mayfield from South Africa in a tussle for the Welterweight WHO Afro Interim over 12 rounds.

Namibia’s Ushona who is also known “The Unstoppable” is still unbeaten. He has a telling record of 18-18. His opponent, Mayfield who is a dethroned WBA record of 18-18. His opponent, Mayfield who is a dethroned WBA champion is still known “The Unstoppable” is known to capitalize on the advantage of his local fans. That alone will not determine who wins the fight but should go along with hard work.
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